













and# data# storage# industries# by# providing# inexpensive,# high4speed,# portable# and# reliable#





in# rewritable# optical# data# storage# technologies(6,& 7).# More# recently,# the# change# in# their#
electrical# conductivity# has# also# been# extensively# studied# in# the# development# of# non4
volatile#phase#change#memories(4,&5).#In#this#article,#we#demonstrate#for#the#very#first#time#
that# by# combining# the# optical# and# electronic# property# modulation# of# such# materials,#







and# flexible# films.# Our# results# establish# a# novel# optoelectronic# framework# using# low4
dimensional# phase# change# materials# with# many# likely# applications# such# as# ultra4fast#
(>MHz),# entirely# solid# state,# # nanometre4scale# pixelated#micro# and# nano# displays,# semi4
transparent#smart#glasses,#smart#contact#lenses#and#artificial#retina#devices.##
Phase( Change( Materials( (PCM)( have( thus( far( played( a( key( role( in( enabling( the(
creation( of( a( versatile( platform(able( to( store( vast( amounts( of( information( on( inexpensive(





have( become( a( leading( candidate( due( to( their( extraordinary( properties( such( as( extreme(
scalability,( fast( switching( speeds,( and( high( switching( endurance(4,& 5).( However,( although(
phase( change( materials( have( been( commercialized( in( both( the( electrical(4)( and( optical(






Recently,( thinRfilm(perfect(absorbers( in( the(midRIR(have(been(demonstrated,(where(
the(optical(properties(of(a(temperature(transient(phase(change(material((VO2)(were(tuned((9).(




property( that( makes( it( energy( inefficient( and( impractical( to( implement( in( electrically(
controlled(circuits(at(the(nanoscale.(In(contrast,(the(primary(phases(of(Ge2Sb2Te5((GST),(viz.(
amorphous( and( crystalline,( are( stable( for( most( applications(10)( and( can( be( thermally,(




wideRranging( applicability( in( various( types( of( display( technologies.( We( show( how( such( a(
system,(when(combined(with(a(transparent(electrode(such(as(Indium(Tin(Oxide((ITO),(can(be(
used( as( a( reflective( or( a( semiRtransparent( microRdisplay( and( on( both( rigid( and( flexible(
substrates,(which(could(usher(in(an(era(of(truly(flexible(electronic(screens(that(can(operate(at(
the(maximum(possible(resolution(allowed(by(the(diffraction(of(visible(light,(both(as(backRlit(
displays( as( well( as( electronic( readers.( Current(microRdisplay( technologies( based( on( liquid(
crystals,(Microelectromechanical(Systems((MEMS)(and(Organic(Light(Emitting(Diodes((OLED)(
are( attracting( considerable( attention( because( of( a( growing( interest( in( wearable(
technology(16).( Key( requirements( for( such( applications( are(high( resolution,( highRspeed( and(
low( power( consumption,( all( of( which( are( readily( addressed( by( the( technology( that( we(
describe(in(this(article.((
We( first( describe( the( reflectiveRtype( display( using( GSTRbased( thinRfilms.( Figure( 1a(
shows( the( cross( sectional( schematic(of(our( reflective( type(devices;( the(GST( is( sandwiched(
between(two(ITO(layers(and(deposited(on(top(of(a(reflective(surface(such(as(platinum.(The(
crystallization(of( the( few(nanometre( thick(GST( layer( induces(a( colour( change( in( the(entire(




between( the( thickness(of( the( ITO(and(GST( layers(and( the(overall( optical(properties(of( the(
stack( we( systematically( compute( the( reflectivity( spectra( of( the( stack( while( gradually(
increasing( the( thickness( of( each( layer.( Every( calculation( is( undertaken( two( times,( one( for(
each(phase(of(the(GST(layer;(a(change(in(the(refractive(index(of(the(GST(layer((caused(by(a(
change( in( phase)( modulates( the( reflective( spectrum( of( the( entire( stack.( The( spectra( are(
finally(compared(and(the(change(in(reflectivity(is(plotted(as!!"% = !!"#$%&'!!!"#$%&#'(!!"#$%&#'( ∙ 100 ,(
with(Rcrystal(being(the(reflectivity((at(a(specific(wavelength)(of(the(entire(stack(when(the(GST(
layer( is( in( the( crystalline( phase( and(Ramorphous( the( reflectivity(when( the(GST( layer( is( in( the(
amorphous(phase.(We(use(the(above(expression(because(the(amorphous(phase(provides(the(





















films( for( use( as( individual( pixels( in( display( devices,( each( pixel( being( a( different( colour( to(
achieve( a( standard( colour( display( device( (and( with( switching( in( real( devices( achieved(
electrically,(as(we(later(demonstrate).((
To( quantify( this( colour( change,( we( first( model( the( system( using( a( transfer( matrix(
optical(computational(method(17)( to(calculate(properties(such(as(reflectance,(transmittance(
and(internal(electrical(field(at(visible(wavelengths((full(details(of(the(model(are(available(in(S5,(
supplementary( information).( ( We( then( carry( out( reflectivity( measurements( on( sputtered(
films(to(compare(our(model(with(experiments;(we(use(a(spectrometer((Lambda(1050,(Perkin(
Elmer( US)( to( obtain( the( reflectivity( spectra( of( the( samples( both( prior( to( and( after(
crystallization.(Figure(1b(shows(exceptionally(good(agreement(between(the(simulated((top,(
left)( and(measured( (bottom,( left)( reflectivity( spectra( for( the( samples( shown( in( Figure( 1d,(
when( the( thin(GST( layer( is( in( the(amorphous(phase.( Similar( reflectivity( spectra(are( shown(
(Figure( 1b,( right)( for( the( same( samples( after( crystallizing( the( GST( layer,( where( again( the(
agreement( between( experiment( and( theory( is( very( good.( These( results( show( that( an(





The( next( aspect( of( our( study( focuses( on( the( influence( of( the( GST( thickness.( In(
conventional( optical( discs,( the( thickness( of( the( GST( layer( is( optimised,( along( with( the(
thicknesses(of( surrounding(dielectric( layers,( to(enhance( the(optical( contrast;(however,( the(





(shown(as( percentage)( in( optical( reflectivity( for( various( thicknesses( of( the( ITO( spacer( and(
with( increasing( thickness(of( the(phase(change( layer.( For(a( thin( layer(of(GST( (i.e.(below(20(
nm)( the( range( of( wavelengths( that( show( increased( reflectivity( upon( crystallization( varies(
depending(on(the(chosen(thickness(of(the(ITO(spacer.(This(allows(the(perceived(colour(of(the(
entire(stack(to(be(transformed(by(simply(changing(the(phase(of(a(few(nanometre(thick(GST(




180( nm( where( the( red,( green( and( blue( components( respectively( are( enhanced( with( the(
remaining( wavelengths( either( decreased( or( weakly( increased.( The( importance( of( the( ITO(
spacer( is( further( elucidated( in( S7,( supplementary( information( where( the( absence( of(
















capable( of( switching( nanoscale( crystalline( areas(18"20)( in( phase( change(material( films.( Our(
technique(uses(a(pixelated(approach(mimicking(real(pixels(in(actual(devices((the(fabrication(
of( one( of( which( we( describe( later( in( the( article).( The( use( of( CAFM( to( characterize( the(
nanoscale(switching(characteristics(of(phase(change(materials(from(the(more(amorphous(to(
more( crystalline( phase( has( been( studied( previously,( and( is( known( to( closely( resemble( a(
standard( crossRbar( phase( change( memory( cell;( hence( we( employ( this( technique( to(
demonstrate( our( electrically( enabled( display( technology(18,& 21).(More( details( regarding( this(
technique( and( how( it( relates( to( actual( PCMRbased( devices( (pixels)( can( be( found( in( S1,(
supplementary( information.( To( demonstrate( the( high( optical( contrast,( we( start( by(
electrically( drawing(Oxford’s( Radcliffe( Camera( (a( building,( the( grayscale( image(of(which( is(
shown(in(in(Figure(2b)(in(Figure(2(c,(d(and(e(on(similar(films(with(50(nm,(70(nm(and(180(nm(
ITO(spacer( thickness( respectively.(All( the(pictures(are(clearly(visible(using(a(standard,(nonR
polarized,(optical(microscope.(It(is(important(to(note(that(no(artificial(contrast(or(colour(has(
been( added( in( postproduction.( The( striking( contrast( is( readily( visible( demonstrating( the(
feasibility( of( such( ultraRthin( phase( change(material( based(microRdisplays.( To( demonstrate(
the( colourRrendering( capability,( a( different( pattern( representing( the( University( of( Oxford(
logo((shown(in(Figure(2f)(is(also(electrically(drawn(on(a(20(nm(ITO(/(7(nm(GST(/(70(nm(ITO(/(
100( nm( Pt.( The( resulting( optical( image( is( shown( in( Figure( 2g,( which( closely(matches( the(
original(logo,(representing(the(Oxford(“blue”(in(Figure(2f((the(authors(are(aware(that(logos(of(










of( each( phase( change( cell( (i.e.( the( GST( layer)( is( restricted( to( a( single( pixel( precisely(
addressable( by( the( nanoscale( tip.( These( were( electrically( switched( using( a( nanoscale(
conductive( tip.( Figure( 2h( shows( the( resulting( optical( image,(where( the( optical( contrast( is(
once(again(striking,(confirming(the(validity(of(this(demonstration.(Further(experiments(using(
electrically( switched( single( pixels,( together( with( the( resulting( high( optical( contrast,( are(
shown(in(supplementary(information(S1.(
We( now( move( on( to( transparent( type( substrates( and( electrically( modulate( their(
optical( transmission.( Future( semiRtransparent( displays( will( find( applications( in( exciting(

















amorphous( and( crystalline( phase( is( shown( in( Figure( 3b.( According( to( the( model( a( GST(
thickness( of( around( 75( nm( to( 85( nm( gives( the( highest( change( in( transmission( for( most(
wavelengths(however,( due( to( the( intrinsic( absorption(of( the(GST( layer,( the(opacity(of( the(
films( quickly( drops( after( a( few( nanometres( (further( details( are( available( in( S6,(
supplementary(information).(We(therefore(choose(a(7(nm(GST(layer(sandwiched(between(20(
nm( ITO( and( 40( nm( ITO( as( best( compromise( between( contrast( and( transparency.(We( also(
confirm(the(calculated(change(in(absorption(and(transmission(characteristics(of(such(a(film(




upon( crystallization.( We( then( proceed( to( use( the( CAFM( (similar( to( the( experiments( on(
reflective(substrates(of(the(previous(section)(to(render(pixelated(images(on(these(substrates.(
Figure( 3e( shows( an( example(of( an( electrically( constructed( image,( on( such( a( substrate.( To(
illustrate( the( transmissivity( of( the( substrate,( a( square( shaped( green( pad( is( placed(
underneath( the( rendered( image;( the( transmissivity(modulation( is( visible( in( Figure( 3d( and(
Figure( 3e( (the( logo( of( Wolfson( College,( University( of( Oxford)( and( the( contrast( and(
transparency(of(the(electrically(drawn(image(is(clearly(seen.(This(demonstrates(the(principle(
of( using( such( phase( change( optoelectronic( frameworks( for( transmissive( micro( and(
nanodisplay( applications,( from( electronic( displays( on( windows,( to( backlit( displays( and( as(
future(wavelength(tuneable(windows.(





50( nm( ITO( /( 100( nm( Pt( multiRlayered( film( on( PET.( The( flexibility( of( these( films( with( the(
sputtered(layers(is(demonstrated(in(Figures(4a,(c(and(d.(The(colour(variation(in(these(flexible(
reflective(type(displays(is(entirely(similar(to(that(on(rigid(substrates(described(earlier((Figure(
2).( Once( again,( we( render( images( using( a( nanoscale( conductive( probe,( and( the( resulting(






















combination( of( electron( beam( lithography( (EBL),( reactive( ion( etching( (RIE)( and( sputtering(
deposition,( we( fabricate( vertical,( crossbar( like( ITO/GST/ITO( devices( in( order( to( test( their(
electrical( switching( characteristics.( We( fabricate( these( devices( on( 300( nm( SiO2( on( Si(
substrates( (full( details( of( the( fabrication( process( are( available( in( S3,( supplementary(
information,( with( further( consideration( on( the( use( of( ITO( as( active( electrode( in( S1).( An(
optical( image( of( a( few( crossbar( devices( is( shown( in( Figure( 5a( with( a( falsely( coloured(
magnified(Scanning(electron(microscopy( (SEM)( image(of(one(such(device( in( the( inset.(This(
particular(device(has(an(active(area((defined(by(the(area(of(overlapping(crossbars)(of(300(nm(
×(300(nm.(It(is(worth(noting(that(switching(in(phase(change(memories(is(often(restricted(to(
nanometric( regions(of( the( cell(25).( The(use(of(nanometre( scale(devices( (pixels)( is( therefore(
preferable(since(full(crystallization(and(reRamorphization(of(the(pixel(is(required(to(enhance(
these( novel( optoelectronic( functionalities.( The( electrical( switching( characteristics( of( such(
devices(have(been(tested(for(various(test(cells(with(an(example(shown( in(Figure(5bRc.(This(
particular( cell( shows( a( threshold( voltage(26)( of( 2.2( V( with( a( 350Rtimes( increase( in(
conductance(between(the(amorphous(and(crystalline(phases.(Figure(5b(shows(a(collection(of(
DC( I/V( curves( used( to( transform( the( device( to( the( high( conductance( (low( resistance( or(
crystalline(phase)(state( (referred(to( in(PCM(devices(as(the(SET(state).(100(ns(pulses(with(a(
fallRtime( of( 5( ns( and( amplitude( of( 5V( are( used( to( transform( the( device( to( its( initial( low(
conductance((high(resistance(or(amorphous)(state((referred(to(as(the(RESET(in(PCM(devices)(











We( now( address( the( energy( requirements( for( such( a( display( using( the( results(







cell( size( and( 50( nm( gap( between( each( cells( would( thus( require( 7.2( J( to( completely( reR
amorphize,( similar( to( electrochromic( devices(28).( The( development( of( even( thinner( phase(
change(materials(would(enable(the(energy(consumption(of(a(device((pixel)(to(be(drastically(
reduced(by(10( to(a(100( times(13)(which(would(also( increase( the(optical(contrast(as(already(
discussed.( This( would( enable( the( use( of( phase( change( based( electronic( paper( also( as(
dynamic( displays( with( few( constraints( on( power( requirements( and( ultraRhigh( (>MHz)(
switching( speed.(Crucially( for(power( consumption,(no(energy( is( required(after( a( switching(
event,( giving( a( netRzeroRpower( consumption( in( static( mode,( a( further( improvement( over(
existing(colour(backRlit(microRdisplays.(Our(results(in(this(section(thus(demonstrate(that(such(
cells(can(be(fabricated,(are(reliable(and(can(be(switched(reversibly(with( low(powers.(Many(
challenges( remain,( especially( in( understanding( how( larger( pixels( can( be( switched( most(
effectively( and( yet( display( optical( contrast,( as( well( as( in( arraying( and( subRdividing( pixels(
effectively(to(create(any(arbitrary(colour(and(greyRscale.(The(use(of(growthRdominated(phase(
change(materials( may( prove( to( be( a( very( useful( approach( in( this( respect,( although( their(
optoelectronic( properties( also( remain( unexplored( and( could( be( the( subject( of( further(
research(in(this(field.(
In( conclusion( we( have( demonstrated( a( highly( unique( optoelectronic( framework(
based(on( low(dimensional(phase(change(material( films.(The( integration(of(a(phase(change(
material( as( an( active( switching( layer( in( displays( paves( the( way( for( a( new( class( of( smart(
devices( that( are( both( electrically( and( optically( active.( Our( results( represent( the( first(
applications( of( the( electroRoptical( properties( of( such( materials.( The( key( result( that( we(




contrast( upon( switching( between( the( amorphous( and( crystalline( phases( when( layered( in(
appropriately( designed( thin( film( structures.( Furthermore,( because( this( can( be( done(
electrically,( it( allows( for( the( fabrication( of( large( arrays( to( create( displays( with( ultraRhigh(
resolution.(We(demonstrate(such(displays(on(reflective(and(transparent(substrates(both(on(
rigid( and( flexible( surfaces;( results( that( promise( truly( foldable( ultralight( displays( that(
consume( no( power( in( static( mode.( We( then( further( demonstrate( the( fabrication( of( one(
single( pixel( of( a( phase( change( cell( with( transparent( electrodes.( Because( phase( change(
materials(are(also(capable(of(storing(data(and(performing(arithmetic(and(logic,(such(devices(
could(potentially(mimic( the( functionality(of(photoreceptor(cells( in( the(human(eye(opening(
up( new( fields( of( research( in( humanRmachine( interaction,( novel( types( of( multiRfunctional(
glasses,( contact( lenses( and( synthetic( retina( devices.( Further( research( into( such( ultraRthin(
materials( and( their(optoelectronic(properties(would(enable(greater(understanding(of( their(
potential(for(applications(in(these(emerging(technological(areas.(
Methods#
Film# deposition:( Films( are( sputtered( directly( on( thermally( grown( SiO2( wafers( (IDB(
Technology,( UK),( boPET( (Mylar)( or( Quartz.( Substrates( were( cleaned( for( 10( minutes( in(
acetone(under(ultrasonic(agitation,(rinsed(in(isopropanol(and(dried(with(pressurized(nitrogen.(














Elmer,( US)( in( reflection,( absorption( and( transmission( using(wavelengths( between( 350( nm(
and(750(nm.(Reflectivity(measurements(were(calibrated(against(a(commercial(Al(standard.(
Transfer#matrix#method:(We(employ(a(transfer(matrix(method(described(by(Heavens(29)(and(
successfully( applied( to( various( systems(17,& 30).( More( information( can( be( found( in(
supplementary(information,(S5.(
Nanoscale#patterning#of#continuous#films#and#pixels:#Patterns(are(generated(by(converting(
a( selected( grey( scale( image( into( a( spatially( resolved( voltage( pattern.( An(Asylum(Research(
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(top,( right)( and(measured( (bottom,( right)( reflectivity( spectra( of( the( crystalline( samples( shown( in( d.( In( both(
phases,( the(close(match(between(the(model(and(simulation( is(striking.(c,(Change( in( reflectivity(simulated( for(
visible(wavelengths,(for(various(thicknesses(of(the(ITO(spacer(and(with(increasing(thickness(of(the(GST(layers.(
Each(graph(represents(the(change(in(optical(reflectivity((RcrystalRRamorphous)/Ramorphousu100)(when(the(phase(change(





the( reflective( Pt( layer.( As( can( be( seen,( the( value( of( t( determines( the( reflected( colour.( After( the( deposition(
process,( one( part( of( each( sample( is( placed( on( a( hot( plate( at( 220˚( C( for( a( few(minutes( to( induce( complete(






white( regions( are( regions( where( the( phase( is( amorphous.( No( artificial( contrast( has( been( added( in(
postproduction.(The(pattern(is(once(again(electrically(reproduced(on(various(stacks(with(ITO(spacer(thickness(of(
d,(70(nm(and(e,(180(nm.(Scale(bars(are(10(µm,(which(show(the(ultimate(resolution(such(displays(are(capable(of(









Figure# 3# –# Semi4transparent# display# type# films:# a,( Schematic( diagram( of( the( principle( behind( a( semiR
transparent( device( using( a( ITO/GST/ITO( structure( on( quartz.( b,( Computed( change( in( optical( transmission(















curves( demonstrating( amorphous( to( crystalline( switching( behaviour( of( several( ITO/GST/ITO( cells.( These(
particular( devices( displays( a( threshold( voltage( of( ~2.2( V( with( a( decrease( in( resistance( of( ~350( times( when(
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